Reach new heights
with Citrix and
Microsoft Teams
The Citrix Optimization for Microsoft
Teams solution was developed with and
endorsed by Microsoft—enabling a
secure unified communications
platform—so that you can provide
unified communications with the
performance of a local installation and
the security and simplicity of a
virtual app.

Simply put, Teams soars from
great to amazing with Citrix.

Moving to the modern workplace with Citrix,
Microsoft 365, and Teams
Why Microsoft Teams?

Microsoft Teams is the fastest growing
business app in Microsoft history, giving
users a platform to chat, meet, share
files, and work in Office 365.

In fact,

13M
91

daily active users from over 500,000 organizations
collaborate using Microsoft Teams, and
growing exponentially!

3M

Fortune 100
companies

rely on Teams for effective
virtual collaboration.

people sign up for
Office 365 each month.

AN

Citrix
virtualization UNSTOPPABLE
FORCE
+ Teams:
Why virtualize Microsoft Teams?
With thousands of distributed devices, a traditional Microsoft Teams deployment could
expose you to inconsistent configurations, security risks, and variable user experiences.

But when you combine Teams with Citrix virtualization, you can:

Centralize
control

Ramp up
security

Use what
you have

Manage and deliver
Teams alongside
other virtualized
enterprise apps.

Store chatlogs,
file exchanges, and
other data in the
cloud, not on
user devices.

Maximize investments
with your existing
Microsoft 365
subscription
entitlements.

Revolutionary
optimization
with Citrix
Why optimize Teams with Citrix?
The Citrix HDX optimization for Microsoft
Teams gives users the best possible
Teams experience within a virtualized
or cloud-hosted application or desktop.

Turn up your
user experience

A native app
for everyone

Enhance server
scalability

Boost the performance
of Teams in any virtual
environment by
minimizing latency and
delivering crystal-clear
voice and video.

Give users a native
Teams app experience,
with full functionality.
It’s so great, users
won’t even realize
it’s virtualized.

Increase server density
by offloading CPU
onto the user’s device
rather than the VDA.
The result: more users
per server and lower
operating costs.

But wait, there’s more!

Together,
Citrix and
Microsoft
make Teams
even better.

Chose any device
Give employees the choice to use whatever devices fit their
workstyle without compromising on the Teams experience.

Secure unified communications
Leverage existing Citrix security policies within virtual
instances of Teams. Users can collaborate where and how
they want, while IT has peace of mind.

Branch office bliss
Eliminate call interruptions, jitter, and latency that
impact branch offices with low bandwidth. Citrix SD-WAN
integrates with Teams to optimize voice and video
network traffic.

With Citrix continuing to power
the modern workplace, the HDX
optimization for Microsoft
Teams brings functionality and
control to virtualized Teams
while improving productivity.
Power-up Microsoft Teams
with Citrix today!
Learn more at more.citrix.com/MSTeams
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